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Abstract - The paper provides the overview of essential analyses and methods, helpful for enterprise architecture 

improvement and based on social network approach. Social network is a place where people exchange and share 

information related to the current events all over the world .This behavior of users made us focus on this logic that 

processing these contents may lead us to the extraction the current topic of interest between the users. Applying data 

clustering technique like post Text-Frequency-based approach over these content may leads us up to the mark but there 

will be some chance of false positives. We propose a probability model that can capture both normal mentioning behavior 

of a user and also the frequency of users occurring in their mentions. It also works good even the contents of the messages 

are non-textual information like images etc .The proposed mention-anomaly based approaches can detect new topics at 

least as early as text-anomaly based approaches, and in some cases much earlier when the topic is poorly identified by the 

textual contents in the posts. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As in this internet world every one used to engage in social media is very familiar now days. Social media acts fast with 

the contents than any other media. Lot of contents in many format been scattered in the database were we can look forward to 

utilize those contents to build an automated news event. Since the information exchanged over social networks is not only texts 

but also URLs, images, and videos, they are challenging for the study of data mining. The interest is in the problem of detecting 

emerging topics from social streams. This can be used to create automated “breaking news”, or discover hidden market needs or 

underground political movements. Compared to other media (news FM etc.) social media are able to capture the earliest, unedited 

voice of ordinary people.  Problem is the challenge is to detect the emergence of a topic as early as possible at a moderate number 

of false positives.  

 Nowadays, in the times of strong competition, business organizations constantly look for tools and techniques to beat 

market opponents and become leaders among other companies. This paper focuses on corporate social network analysis as a 

possible way to improve enterprise architecture leading to the above mentioned goals. However, the proposed methods are 

suitable for all kind of organizations with the stable organizational structure, not only the commercial ones. 

The interest in detecting emerging topics from social network streams based on monitoring the mentioning behavior of 

users (annotation like). Our basic assumption is that a new (emerging) topic is something people feel like discussing, 

commenting, or forwarding the information further to their friends. Conventional approaches for topic detection have mainly been 

concerned with the frequencies of (textual) words. A term-frequency-based approach could suffer from the ambiguity caused by 

synonyms or homonyms. It may also require complicated preprocessing (e.g., segmentation) depending on the target language. 

Moreover, it cannot be applied when the contents of the messages are mostly non textual information. On the other hand, the 

“words” formed by mentions are unique, require little preprocessing to obtain (the information is often separated from the 

contents), and are available regardless of the nature of the contents. Probability model that can capture the normal mentioning 

behavior of a user, which consists of both the number of mentions per post and the frequency of users occurring in the mentions.  

This model is used to measure the anomaly of future user behavior. Using the proposed probability model, we can quantitatively 

measure the novelty or possible impact of a post reflected in the mentioning behavior of the user. A term-frequency-based 

approach mainly depends upon the frequencies of (textual) words occurring in the social posts. This removes the verbal and 

adjective like words and considers only the nonverbal parts of the post. Word frequency is calculated for each word which will be 

taken mainly for extraction of the topic. The limitation is that a term-frequency-based approach could suffer from the ambiguity 

caused by synonyms or homonyms (plurals).It cannot be applied when the contents of the messages are mostly non-textual 

information. For e.g. “good life depends on liver”, where liver may be organ or living person, so there will be an ambiguity 

problem. We cannot apply the technique when the content is non-textual information. 

 

II.IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

2.1 PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION 

Relevancy Probability Model 
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Fig.2.1 Relevancy probability model 

 

We characterize a post in a social network by the number of comments it contains, and the set of users who are mentioned in the 

post. We also include the document frequency into our probability model which will enhance the detection process. In place of 

joint distribution we find conditional joint probability which consists of two parts: the probability of the number of comment/ 

mentions and the probability of number of mentioned, both based on term (word) frequency. The smaller the term frequency 

value smaller will be the probability of mentions and mentionees. 

 1: Find probability of number of mentions p (l|θ) 

 2: p (l|θ) = (1-θ)
 s
    (1) 

 3: Joint probability distribution of number of mentions, user and text frequency 

 P(s, v|θ, { v}) =p (l|θ) v’   (2) 

 4: predictive distribution by using training set T= {(L1, V1), (Ln, Vn)} P (L, V|T) =p (L|T)  

 

2.2 TEXT FREQUENCY 

Text frequency is used to find the similarity or relationship between each comments/mentions. This will also help us to 

identify the deviation of the comment in accurate manner. We create a text frequency function that generates a score based on 

comment relevance. Text frequency initial set up need a fixed dictionary word for which the frequency need to be calculated.  

After that the function search for the word in each comment in the post and assigns weights based on their occurrence in 

comment. These weights are used to generate the frequency score and it will be added with the anomaly score before emerging 

topic classification.  

 

                                                              STOP DICTINARY 
 

 

 

Fig 2.2 Text frequency 
 

 

Input:  Set of Mention Content (Cpost) belong to Post Pi  

 Dictionary Word (D) 

Output: Mention_Vectpr (Vpost) 

Start 

 String finalContent CF  

 GetDictionaryWord ( ) 

 Foreach word Wpost in Cpost  

     Foreach Wdic in D  

    // where Wdic is element of Dictionary Word 

           If equals (Wdic, Wpost) Then 

 concat(CF, Wpost) 

 

       end If 

end foreach  

  end foreach  

 arraylist Mention_vector Vpost  

 foreach WF in CF  

// where WF is element of finalContent CF  

    If  Mention_vector.Contains(WF) then 
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  Mention_vector[WF] = Mention_vector[WF]+1 

     End if 

     Else then 

  Mention_vector[WF] = 1 

    End else 

 End foreach  

 Return Mention_vector End 

                                                                       

2.3 DERIVE ANOMALY SCORE 

 We calculate the link anomaly score for each post independently. Anomaly score is defined as the user‟s deviation from 

the post. If they pass the comments which is unrelated to the post called as the anomaly. The comments are either good or bad 

whether related to the post are determined by using link anomaly score.  Accordingly, the link-anomaly score is defined by the 

following diagram. 

1: Compute anomaly score of a new post x=(t,u,l,v) 

L-mention-user-user-time 

2: Find s(x) 

s(x)= -log(p(l|Tu
(t)

u
(t)

) 

      =-log (p(l|Tu
(t)

u
(t)

)   (3) 

3:By using training set which consist of both number of user and mention compute anomaly score. 

4: Finally we aggregate the anomaly score obtained for the post. 

By using the joint probability distribution (conditional probability) both the text frequency as well as anomaly scores should be 

considered so that frequency of the user expectation about the topic can be easily mined and extracted from the comments. 

 

 

2.4. CHECK-POINT RECOGNITION  

 

 
Fig 2.3 Check point detection 

Change point act as the median based on the score value obtained. It is used to finds a change in the numerical trust 

construction of a time series by monitoring the compressibility of a innovative piece of data. It uses a sequential version of 

normalized maximum-likelihood (NML) coding called SDNML coding. A change point is detected through two layers of scoring 

processes. The first layer finds anomaly and the second layer finds change-points. 

The issues of anomaly detection and change point detection from a data stream. In the area of data mining, there has been 

increased interest in these issues since the former is related to fraud detection, rare event discovery, etc., while the latter is related 

to event/trend change detection, activity monitoring, etc. Specifically, it is important to consider the situation where the data 

source is non-stationary, since the nature of data source may change over time in real application. The change point detection 

mainly states that if comments are passed only by few friends, i.e if the number of users is less, but the comments passed are more 

then we can say that it is a discussion but we cannot extract current emerging topic. So we can easily detect the outliers and find 

the change points. 

2.5. (DTO) DYNAMIC THRESHOLD OPTIMIZATION 

Finally we need to convert the change-point scores into binary alarms by thresholding as t.Maximum threshold value is 

1.Change point detection act as a median depending on the score value for each and individual post. Binary alarm means a binary 

demonstration of true and false statement for the emerging topic. Since the distribution of change-point scores may change over 

time, we need to dynamically adjust the threshold to analyze a sequence over a long period of time. If the comments get added 

then the change point score gets varied. So Based on the generated score of each topic binary alarm differentiate the emerging 

topics. 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
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Fig3.1 Architecture diagram 

 

The system architecture diagram explains that initially user tags the different post and friends pass comments for the 

post. Social network web server extracts the post, comments and mentionees from the social database. Then process the 

comments by calculating the anomaly score and then the text frequency for each and every post. Anomaly score determines the 

users deviations from the post, For calculating text frequency initially we need to setup the dictionary word, and we need to match 

the dictionary word with the comments, if the word gets repeated then we need to calculate text frequency for each and every 

word, then the anomaly score and the text frequency are combined, check point detection act as a median for the score obtained, 

and from the score we can find emerging topic from the different post. Social network web server will extract emerging topic to 

the user. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 As discussed earlier, we can extract the emerging topic based on the user mention and by using the text frequency. The 

score (anomaly score) generated for both the text frequency as well as the user mention we can extract the correct emerging topic. 

Change point detection act as a median for different post. We can practically implement this project in multiple systems by using 

IIS (Internet information service) which can change the system into server which can be accessed by the client system. 

V. CONCLUSION 

 We are interested in detecting emerging topics from social network stream based on monitoring the mentioning behavior 

of users. A term-frequency-based approach could suffer from the ambiguity caused by synonyms or homonyms. It may also 

require complicated preprocessing (e.g., segmentation) depending on the target language. The planned probability model 

determines both number of mentions per post and the frequency of the mentionee and this approach is used to find the emergence 

of topics in a social network stream .We have put forward a probability model that captures both the number of mentions per post 

and frequency of mentioning . The text frequency based methods used to determine how many times the text gets repeated and 

from that the repeated words are considered We combined the proposed mentioned model with the SDNML change point 

detection algorithm to pin point the emergence topic, the link anomaly based approach have detected emergence of the topic even 

earlier than the keyword based approach that use hand chosen keywords. It will be more effective when combining both text 

anomalies based and link anomaly based approach. We can also execute the process in multiple systems by using Internet 

Information services which is used to change the system into server.
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